
Seating the Divine Image, Level 2-3 Session 8E    5/01/18    Lords of Light Closing Meditation       
 

So, now we would like to have a closing Meditation. 
 
So, if you will take a deep breath  
 and become centered in your Sacred Heart Consciousness  
 in the Presence of the Holy Spirit.  
Breathing in Light… Breathing out Light… 
Breathing in Love… Breathing out Love… 
Breathing in Unity… Breathing out Unity… 
 
Notice the 2nd Light Packet that now resides in your Sacred Heart…..   
Feel the influence of its energetics in your body………  
Notice how expanded your consciousness is at this moment……… 
 
Receive the energetics of the 7th Dimensional Light template  
 that has been retrieved from the Time Locks…..   
Notice the Love that is present…….  
Feel the expansion in your consciousness…….  
Feel the energy of Unity that you have not felt before…….. 
 
Go beyond the energy of a gendered body…..  
Imagine yourself unified in the influence of the Holy Spirit….. 
  
See the division that is part of the separated gendered body begin to diminish……. 
Feel your body as the masculine aspect and the feminine aspect  
 begin to merge into that unified Divine Image……  
Notice there is no separation, just pure Source Light….. 
Notice that in this state of being that there is a complete harmony  
 and integrated Divine unique expression of you,  
 a pure Light Body expressing you as a pure Divine Light …… 
 
Sit with us in this Collective Crucible, in this unified state of being………….  
Allow the Collective Consciousness that is within this Crucible 
 to magnify the unified state of Being……. 
 
[Pause] 
 
Recall this state of being often. Grow it.    
Make it your own personal iteration as you walk the Earth,  
 flooding the Earth everywhere that you go,  
 manifesting your unified Divine Image,  
 altering the environment as you move from one location to another…..  
 
 Blessings…….     


